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02 OVERVIEW

Guiding vulnerable Albertans through the

legal system

CLG provides legal guidance and support to people

who would not otherwise have access to paid

services, or qualify for other programs.

VALUES
 Resilient 

We are able to adapt to changing

circumstances and needs of our

clients based on our 50 years of

experience.

 

Innovative 
 We adopt best practices and

develop new knowledge to ensure

we are forward-moving.

 

Service 
We believe that our core is to serve

those in need, while walking

alongside them.

 

Leader 
We are willing to go into uncharted

territories, making the way easier

for others to follow.

Leading voice in 

‘access to justice’
• Advocacy 

• Knowledge Hub 

• Cultural Hub 

Sustainability
• Managed and intentional growth

• Financial, technology, succession 

  planning, diverse funding

 

Strategic Priorities:

Maximize Impact
• Key Performance Indicator

• Targeted programming

• Risk mapping

• Identify who is not being served

 

STRATEGIC
PRIORITIES

In the spirit of Reconciliation, Friendship, and Respect, Calgary Legal Guidance acknowledges

this place known as “Moh’kinsstis” and the traditional territory of the Blackfoot Peoples.  

We further acknowledge the Nations of the Blackfoot Confederacy including Siksika, Kainai,

Piikani, Tsuut’ina, and Iyarhe Nakoda;  and the people of Metis Nation Region 3.   

We extend our thanks to the First Peoples and Non Indigenous Peoples who make their home

here, care for the land and for each other.  We are all Treaty People and we all have a

responsibility to each other and to this place. 



03 LETTER FROM ELDER CASEY EAGLESPEAKER

"IT IS A
COLLECTIVE

RESPONSIBILITY
OF ALL TO

ENSURE THAT WE
FILL IN THE GAPS
AND TO CREATE

EQUALITY FOR
ALL PEOPLES

REGARDLESS OF
CULTURAL

BACKGROUNDS,
AFTER ALL, WE

ARE ALL HUMAN
BEINGS."

In this of time of reconcili-action, we are all experiencing a

change in the way we provide services and understanding of

diverse cultural groups.

The movement in all areas of service in respect to Reconcili-

action is upon all, it is imperative for staff and volunteer lawyers

to continue learning and to have inclusion of Indigenous peoples

in all that they do. I am encouraging to all those with CLG to

pursue more knowledge of Indigenous ways of knowing, doing

and being, to best understand and enhance the level of services

provided.

It has been far too long, that Indigenous peoples have been left

outside the circle of society due to lack of understanding.

Systemic racism, discrimination, prejudice and stereotyping as

well all factors of Intergenerational trauma has hindered the

advance of Indigenous peoples. It is a collective responsibility of

all to ensure that we fill in the gaps and to create equality for all

peoples regardless of cultural backgrounds, 

after all, we are all Human Beings.

Respectfully,

Casey Eagle Speaker

(Sorrel Horse)



"THE WISDOM THAT YOU
SHARED WITH ME I

APPRECIATE AND IT’S A
BLESSING TO HAVE MET

YOU.  I CAN MOVE
FORWARD WITHOUT FEELING

SHAME"
- CLG CLIENT

04 WHAT WE DO

2020/21

Forging ahead during the global pandemic, CLG

remained open virtually and by phone to assist

clients, and conducted 39 public legal education

sessions (in person and virtually) for more then 800

community members on topics such as divorce and

separation, wills and estates, and fraud prevention.

14,742 
phone calls

to CLG Intake Team

2,200
hours

of free summary legal advice

provided

182
volunteer lawyers

delivered free legal guidance

· 94% of clinic attendees have a better understanding of their legal rights and responsibilities

· 95% of clinic attendees have a better understanding of their legal options, and 

88% know what to do next about their legal problem

· 98% felt comfortable speaking about their legal issue with the volunteer lawyer

· 95% felt the volunteer lawyer explained their legal issues in a way the client could understand

· 98% felt respected by the volunteer lawyer

· 95% would recommend CLG summary advice legal clinics to family/friends

 

HOW OUR CLIENTS VIEW OUR SERVICES:



"ALONE WE CAN 
DO SO LITTLE;

TOGETHER, 
WE CAN DO 

SO MUCH."
-HELEN KELLER

 
Everyone in this city felt the effects of COVID-19. From the insecurities of disrupted livelihoods, to frustration about

disrupted lifestyles. To uncertainties about whether the new normal will be better than the old normal, from

anxieties of not being able to pay the rent and feed the kids. All of us were touched one way or another by the

challenges that this last year brought to us. For a lot of us, it was through the support of family, friends and

community where we found a safe anchorage in stormy 2020. 

It was the same for Calgary Legal Guidance this last year. With financial and housing insecurity affecting so many

vulnerable Calgarians, CLG was able to rise to meet the need with the help of our partners, volunteers and staff.

CLG’s service to the community was in turn a community effort.

Thank you to our partners in the helping industry, the courts and the City of Calgary. At a time where so many of us

had to switch into survival mode to keep the services available and effective, we were able to work together to

make sure there was help to the vulnerable who rely on us. The seeds of many collaborations to come were planted

in the last year, and I look forward to seeing the growth of new sprouts of partnership. 

Thank you to our volunteers. Despite the change in how we provide our services, you nevertheless showed up week

after week to ensure that our clients were not left alone in navigating a complex legal landscape. By making

yourselves accessible to help during a crisis, you characterize everything that is noble in the legal community.

Thank you to my fellow Board of Directors. In the crucible of 2020, we came together to chart the future in order to

be resilient and innovative.  Focussing on maximizing impact, sustainability and being a leading voice in access to

justice, CLG is well positioned to continue to provide legal assistance to those who would not otherwise have

access to such services.

And a very big thank you to CLG’s staff, the heart and soul of our service to the community. In challenging

circumstances, you bring passion and commitment to guiding vulnerable Albertans through the legal system. I am

immensely proud to stand with you and be part of an organization that for almost 50 years has consistently been a

leading proponent of access to justice in our community, through good times and bad.

Philip Zachariah 

Chair, CLG Board    
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06 LETTER FROM EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

“THE TIME IS
ALWAYS RIGHT,

TO DO 
WHAT IS RIGHT”

-MARTIN LUTHER KING

 
For the staff, board and volunteers of Calgary Legal Guidance, the time to do right was never more crucial than

during our past fiscal year. Throughout a global pandemic, CLG continued to offer exceptional legal services and

support for hundreds of people who needed help. Despite the strain of decreased funding and donations in 2020/21,

we were up and running with volunteer lawyers providing summary legal advice within 1 day of a country-wide lock

down. And as Alberta continues to “re-open” more than half of our volunteer lawyers surveyed have expressed their

hope to provide summary advice through a hybrid face to face and virtual model. We have recruited several new

volunteer lawyers and community members who will specifically be providing “hospitality” in our waiting room to help

ensure both safety and comfort for all who walk through our doors. Our staff continued to serve clients in achieving

successful legal outcomes and maybe more importantly the effect on their social outcomes. As one recent client of

the Social Benefits Advocacy Program wrote, “I was feeling hopeless and alone when it came to the idea of trying to

fight further for the support that I really felt that I needed in my life. With the support from Calgary Legal Guidance my

life has changed drastically”.  Access to justice, provided in a timely, compassionate, trauma-informed manner, and

with excellence, can save peoples’ lives. 

Our board developed and launched a brilliant new strategic plan in 2020/21 – one which highlights CLG as a long-

standing and forward-thinking leader in pro bono legal services. And the board has continued to steward the

organization towards becoming even better over our next 50 years! We updated our bylaws, completed a board

assessment, and are now engaging in the crucial recruitment activities required to ensure a succession plan which

attracts diversity and the best and brightest to our board and staff teams. And despite covid-related layoffs and

restricted compensation, we continue to enjoy a staff retention rate of well over 85%! We are proud of our efforts to

make CLG a place where people feel valued for the hard work they do.

We have been successful in finding new funders and financial support to launch innovative, flag ship legal programs

over the next year including a Community/Peer based legal information program for folks living in low-and-fixed-

income housing and based in the foundations of transformative justice. We are developing a virtual based training for

Family Lawyers to help recognize when family violence is present and how to work with their clients in a trauma

informed manner that not only helps them achieve their legal goals but also recognizes their need for safety. Our

Domestic Violence Family Law Program won a 2021 Alberta Government Justice and Solicitor General Award for

Leadership in Community Crime Prevention. We are so proud of all our work and excited to share what we do and

what we’ve learned with other pro bono clinics and legal service providers across the country.

CONTINUED



Our new cultural room is ready and is the first of its kind in Alberta community legal clinics. It

is the perfect traditional space for Indigenous and other clients to practice ceremony and

discuss their legal matters in a way that honours culture and healing alongside legal

outcomes. We continue to add writers to our Gladue Roster and are honoured to participate

in this important legal process to advance Reconciliation and equity in our court systems. We

are excited to be working with Pro Bono Students Canada and the U of C on a couple of

projects this next year, including one to develop public legal education materials specific to

Indigenous law. And we have made a significant connection to the community of Siksika and

additional Elders and Knowledge Keepers to facilitate the ongoing cultural competency

building of local lawyers and our staff. Finally, we have been pleased to support the Alberta

Law Foundation in their efforts and goals to identify gaps in legal services for people

experiencing poverty, and in developing a meaningful framework for evaluating our work

across the province. 

Thank you to our pro bono partners across Alberta and our new local partners including BLM

Calgary Chapter, Affordable Housing with the City of Calgary, The Champions Table of the

Enough for All Poverty Reduction Strategy, and the LGBTQS+ Interagency Group. Thank you to

our major funders at the Law Foundation of Alberta, The City of Calgary, The AB Government

Solicitor General, The United Way of Calgary & Area, and to everyone else who has financially

supported this life-changing work.  

I am so proud of Calgary Legal Guidance and everything we have done together with you to

make this city and province a more equitable and just place to live. We’ll be celebrating 50

years of service in 2022 - here’s to them being the best yet in our efforts together to advance

access to justice and making Calgary and Alberta a place where everyone is treated with

dignity and fairness.

Marina Giacomin, MA

Executive Director
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 "ACCESS TO JUSTICE,
PROVIDED IN A TIMELY,

COMPASSIONATE,
TRAUMA-INFORMED
MANNER, AND WITH

EXCELLENCE, CAN SAVE
PEOPLES’ LIVES"

 

of volunteers feel their contribution

to reducing the barriers to access

to justice for vulnerable persons is

recognized 



IN 2020, CLG SUPPORTED 268
PEOPLE WITH WALLET-SIZED

STATUTORY DECLARATIONS THAT
CAN ASSIST THEM IN

ACCESSING SERVICES THAT
WOULD OTHERWISE REQUIRE

GOVERNMENT ID.
 

Homeless Outreach Program

Bob* is a lifelong Calgarian. His father was a

functioning alcoholic, but he grew up in a loving

home. He grew up volunteering with his mother and

working with children with disabilities. Unfortunately,

Bob fell on hard times and had lost his job, became

homeless and addicted to alcohol. 

08 OUR IMPACT

During the darkest time in his life, he had attempted suicide, was

hospitalized, and would drink until he completely passed out with

no memory of days that went by. Bob would steal from liquor

stores, a bottle here a bottle there, until he was caught. Bob stole

when he was under the influence and would not have any

recollection of what had happened. He would wake up with no

memory as to what he had done and with all his belongings stolen.

This happened for 2 years, until one day everything caught up to

him. He was arrested and sitting at arrest processing facing 14

separate charges. Multiple charges of theft, meal fraud, and

failure to appears that have snowballed because he would forget

court dates and/or did not know that he had court or had to

attend for fingerprinting. When Bob first came into CLG, he told

staff he had nowhere else to go. He was staying at the drop-in

centre and was on social assistance. He suffered from physical

illness due to his addiction and had experienced a serious medical

emergency a few months back. He needed help because he had

court and did not know what to do. He had gone to Student Legal

Assistance however they were not able to help him because he

had too many charges and he also did not qualify for Legal Aid

because the types of charges that Bob was facing were relatively

minor. The challenge was the sheer volume of charges that Bob

faced. After reviewing all his disclosure, we contacted the Crown

to resolve the matter. The Crown’s position was for custody to be

served in the community. Bob does not have a criminal record and

has taken steps in addressing his alcoholism, he was working

towards getting housed, and had been addressing his health

condition. To give Bob the best chance he could get, we prepared

and argued for a conditional discharge. If granted, this means that

Bob can retain a clean record if he complies with conditions. We

were able to convince the judge that Bob is deserving of a second

chance, and the judge granted a conditional discharge, but the

matter is to return to court for a review. The judge asked that CLG

remains on this matter and because we have staff lawyers in the

Homeless Outreach Program, the lawyer was able to confidently

tell the judge that CLG will continue to stay on this file to assist

Bob on his road to recovery.

250
court appearances

by CLG lawyers and articling

students 

87
clients

taken as Pro Bono, low bono or

limited scope



"CLG DOES NOT
BELIEVE IN THE
STATUS QUO."

-LAURIE LIVINGSTONE

 
It has been my great pleasure to be a part of the Calgary Legal Guidance volunteer community for the past four years as

a member of Board of Directors. As members of the legal profession, we are blessed with many opportunities to volunteer

our time for many great organizations and worthy causes. The reasons I have chosen to give my time and energy to CLG

are many, but there are three that really drive my dedication to CLG. 

First, the staff and volunteers at CLG are some of the most passionate, creative, and dedicated I have ever had the

pleasure of working with. The work that CLG does to fill in gaps that exist in access to justice for vulnerable Albertans is not

easy work. It would be easy to become frustrated, jaded, or overwhelmed with the complexity of the problems and the

clients that the staff lawyers often deal with in their specialized programs. Nothing is easy about practicing in the area of

domestic violence family law or working with homeless clients who are often dealing with many challenges in their lives

beyond the legal issue they are seeking help with. The compassion, understanding, and dignity that clients are treated with

is remarkable. Everyone at CLG is part of a culture that strives to see, understand, and work with the whole person not just

their legal problem. CLG has dedicated itself to being a trauma informed organization and that permeates through

everything we do. 

Second, CLG has been at the leading edge of making the calls to action of the Truth and Reconciliation Commission part

of its everyday mandate and mission. Beyond the specific Sahwoo Mohkaak Tsi Ma Taas ("before being judged") Program,

CLG has made listening and learning part of core being. Staff and volunteers are provided with multiple opportunities

every year to spend time with Elders and other knowledge keepers hearing their stories and spending time with them on the

land, in sweat lodge, and in classroom settings to learn language, traditional medicine, the Blackfoot stories of the stars

and so much more. I can’t wait be able to be in community in the new culture space that has been created in the CLG

office where smudging will be allowed because of education that was provided to the landlord regarding smudging when

a new lease was negotiated. 

Finally, CLG is an organization that does not believe in the status quo and is always looking forward. CLG is always looking

at access to justice issues with fresh eyes, and always challenging itself asking how we can serve more people, more

efficiently, and more effectively. There is an infectious energy around an organization that is never satisfied and always

wants to do more and do better. That energy is something that is great to be around and I encourage everyone to find a

way to get involved as volunteer and/or as a donor. 

Laurie Livingstone

Calgary Legal Guidance Board Member and Partner and Dentons Canada LLP

09 OUR VOLUNTEERS

240
volunteers

in CLG's arsenal
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Our client entered Sahwoo Mohkaak Tsi Ma Taas through a referral from

the Elizabeth Fry Society of Calgary. At that time, the client was being

sued by a loan provider, unable to repay a loan she co-signed for her

mother. The client’s mother had begun experiencing increased severity of

her dementia, resulting in hospitalization, while the client herself is on

financial disability. The client stated that the loan collection agency

reached out the client for repayment- “They were like a pack of wolves that

would not stop." Despite multiple attempts to apologize to the company,

and explain their situation, the client then received a letter notifying her

that she was being sued. 

“Being my first time in a court and having to go through the anxiety and

shame of being Indigenous and a woman, and to go to court, I sort of held

my head low and felt like I was an open sore to society.”

“I was in hide mode for the rest of the week. Then I got the nerve to reach

out.” The client contacted Elizabeth Fry who referred her to CLG. “But

when I was introduced to [Sahwoo Mohkaak Tsi Ma Taas lawyer] via email I

started to feel a lot better…” 

“Coming into the [CLG] office I thought, gosh, I felt very belittled by society

even though I didn’t encounter that directly.” The client described feeling

judged by people on the sidewalk and on the c-train platform outside the 

CLG offices, and what she imagines they were thinking- judgements about her being a criminal, having to access free help.

The client stated that walking into the CLG cultural room she saw traditional items and met with the Sahwoo Mohkaak Tsi Ma

Taas Lawyer. The clients described relief in realizing that the program lawyer is Indigenous. “Walking in we [client and the

program Lawyer] did a smudge and I felt a little better. They [the Lawyer] listened very well to what I was going through and

answered the questions I had about treaty rights, and I appreciated that [the Lawyer] knew what she was doing, what entails

us as Indigenous people and the law." Leaving an appointment with the Sahwoo Mohkaak Tsi Ma Taas program, the clients

describes: “I felt relieved, I felt helped, and I knew if I had any questions that I could contact [the Lawyer] and she would get

back to me." The program Lawyer supported the client in her legal matter but was not able to reach a desired outcome. The

client expressed her gratitude for the program’s legal expertise and support, despite losing her legal case.

The client closed the truthing circle by sharing her experience about the process to Elder Jackie Bromley: “The wisdom that

you shared with me I appreciate and it’s a blessing to have met you. I can move forward without feeling shame.” To CLG she

said, “Its comfort to know there is a whole team here to help me. I can feel the positive energy coming through the laptop.

This program is a safe place” And in traditional language the client stated, “I am very thankful and grateful.”

CONTINUE TO 
IMPLEMENT THE CALLS FOR
ACTION FROM THE TRUTH &

RECONCILIATION REPORT.
- CLG STRATEGIC PRIORITY

10 TRUTH + RECONCILIATION

Sahwoo Mohkaak Tsi Ma Taas
The following story was shared by a client at a Truthing

Circle hosted by CLG on December 13, 2020. Elder Jackie

Bromley opened the circle with a prayer and smudge, and

comments about the truthing circle process. Our Sahwoo

Mohkaak Tsi Ma Taas lawyer was present with the client in

the cultural space at CLG, where they were able to safely

smudge and connect with the process in person. Other

participants appeared via ZOOM.

132
Indigenous people

attended public legal education

presentations

54%
of ID Clinic clients
 identified as Indigenous

13%
of CLG clients

in total identify as Indigenous



11 TREASURER'S REPORT

For your dedication to supporting Calgary Legal Guidance and it's mission to

continuously strengthen board engagement and governance to increase

effectiveness, and to strategically invest in people and programs for the future

of the organization.

THANK YOU TO THE BOARD AND COMMITTEES

Notwithstanding the challenging operating environment and the related financial issues that faced CLG during the

2020/2021 fiscal year (FY2021), I am pleased to report that the organization’s asset base remains strong. The organization

has cash and long term investments of $0.9 million, and other assets of $0.3 million.  Similarly, CLG’s programs &

infrastructure and operating reserve fund balances were consistent, at $0.3 million and $0.5 million, respectively. Despite

experiencing a current year deficit of approximately $0.2 million, the strength in the organization’s asset base can be

attributed to a history of strong financial management, and prudent FY2021 spending.

FY2021 revenue was stable at $3.8 million (prior year total: $3.8 million).  An amount that was largely comprised of funding

from the Alberta Law Foundation (78%); City of Calgary FCSS (12%); Solicitor General Victims of Crime Fund (4%); United

Way of Calgary and Area (2%); and, other sources (4%), which included support from the Calgary Foundation, the Law

Foundation of Ontario, and individual donations.

FY2021 expenses of $4.0 million (prior year total: $3.8 million) increased due to some one-time restructuring costs, as well

as COVID-19 costs.  By program, the organization spent $2.5 million on Community Legal Services; $0.6 million on Domestic

Violence Family Law; $0.4 million in Sahwoo Mohkaak Tsi Ma Taas; $0.3 million on Social Benefits Advocacy; and, $0.2

million on all other funds.

Looking forward to the 2021/2022 fiscal year (FY2022), CLG will continue to explore new funding opportunities which will

allow it to expand or enhance existing services.  As an organization, we are extremely grateful for the continued support of

our loyal funders and donors, and we express our sincerest gratitude to all of our highly committed volunteers.  

It is our firm belief that without the collective efforts of each and every one of you, we would not be able to achieve our

vision of empowering lives through law, and our mission of providing legal assistance, information and support to

economically and socially disadvantaged individuals who would not otherwise have access to such services. 

Shantel Lockett

Treasurer, Calgary Legal Guidance Board

 

"{CLG'S} ASSET
BASE REMAINS

STRONG."
-SHANTEL LOCKETT

 



Strategic Alignment

Board Effectiveness

Stakeholder Engagement

Our top three key performance indicators are:

TOP KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

12 FINANCIAL INFORMATION

THANK YOU

to our Funders

for continued support

1



13 DONORS AND FUNDERS

FUNDERS

DONORS
Janice Ashcroft
Anonymous 

Alicia Backman-Beharry
Madeleine Beaulieu

Pam Bell
Simon Bell

Marija Bicanic
Pat Blair

Cheryl Blunden
Blakes LLP 

Melissa Burkett
John Cuthbertson
Melina deKoninck

Adelheide (Heidi) Exner
Kim Feodoroff

Rebecca Foshole-Luke
Marina Giacomin

Alison Gray
Annette Hill
Leslie Hill

Sarah Hulzebos 
Informed Paralegal Services 

Alexandra Jeffery
Karen Jordan

Margaret Keelaghan
Debbie Klein

Laurie Livingstone
Shantel Lockett

Irene MacEachern
Usman Mahmood

Ola Malik
Corrine  S. Maloney

Gillian Marriott
Scott Matheson

 
 

Lori Mattis
Mclennan Ross LLP 

McLeod Law LLP 
Michael J.M. Hokanson Professional Corporation 

David Miksha
Robert O. Millard
Colleen Nicholls

Stephanie Overend
Cori Pasolli

Martine Pettem
Resolve Legal Group 

Candice Robinson-Horejsi
John Rooke

Gillian Roussel
John Sanche

Shelly Moore Prof. Corp. 
Shimon Sherrington

Lisa Silver
Lucette Simpson

Sarah Sinclair
Joel Slobogian

Rene Sloos
Samantha Sobchuk

Suncor 
Ryan Taylor

Thornborough Smeltz LLP 
Brittany Varin

Peeranut Visetsuth
Michael Wade

Megan Washington
Mark Watton
Sylvie Welsh
Chris Wiebe

Laura Worsley-Brown
David Zachariah

 






